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The Fight Master

As we end the eighties and enter the
nineties, the Society of American Fight Directors
is finding it necessary clearly define policies,
procedures, and terminology. You will find in
this issue several discussions of terms and how
important it is as a professional organization to be
using the correct terminology. You as readers of
the journal and members of the Society may find
some disagreement in the definition of some
terms. Let us hear from you. Share your information and insights with the rest of the organization.
The officers and Fight Masters, at their
retreat prior to the 1989 National Stage Combat
Workshop, found it necessary to again re-define
the membership classifications in the Society.
This change was necessary so that the actual
operation of the Society was consistent with the
By-Laws filed for our federal non-profit status.
This change basically eliminates the non-professional wing status classifications of Affiliate and
Associate which were previously stated to be still
in effect in the May 1987 and January 1988 issues
of The Fight Master. Affiliates and Associates
will now become Friends if no conversion or recertification is completed by the individual. If
you have questions, please contact the Secretary/
Treasurer.
In this issue we are publishing the Policies and Procedures Manual which spells out
many of the questions you may have had about
the Society and its operation. You will notice
some changes in the compulsory moves for the
Actor/Combatant Fight Test. The exact procedure for change in status is stated. The workshop
in Teacher Certification and the new Advanced
Workshop being initiated next year have yet to be
incorporated in the Policies and Procedures
Manual. This will be done in the near future as
specifics as to how these two programs will

function in conjunction with the National Workshop are spelled out. The manual, unlike the ByLaws, may be added to and changed as procedures are updated.
As we enter the nineties, you will find
some changes in The Fight Master. The journal
will begin to look more like a professional journal
that is accessible to readers outside of the Society.
It is our intent to make the journal a more viable
resource for information in the esoteric area that
we are all involved, stage combat, and less like a
newsletter which may be only of interest to the
members of the Society. Richard Raether, our
new Secretary/Treasurer, will be publishing a
newsletter periodically that will come out between issues of The Fight Master. In this way,
the journal may be of interest to libraries and
other educational institutions and can become a
means of having the Society's name and its goals
reach a larger audience. Through the newsletter
and journal, the membership will have more
contact with the organization . Richard Raether
and I are working closely together to keep the
needed information flowing back and forth. We
feel that this change will broaden our scope
nationally and result in better lines of communication within the organization.
Linda Carlyle McCollum

My term as President of the S.A. F. D. is
shortly coming to an end. On January 1, 1990 a
new President will take office. During the three
years that I have had the honor of serving as your
President many positive changes have been instituted in our Society of which I am pleased to have
been a part. The growth in the awareness of our
organization nationally and the increase in the
services we provide has been gratifying.
My Presidency has been focused on expanding stage combat training opportunities,
clarifying standards of skill levels, streamlining
the various levels of status within the Society and
helping the organization become more accessible
to all of its members. With invaluable help from
the other officers, the Fight Masters and several
members at large, we have accomplished much in
this regard. Much more remains to be accomplished in these areas. More attention now must
be directed toward expanding the awareness
among professional producers, directors and the
public at large concerning the contributions of the
SAFD. I believe that Mr. Suddeth, who is running for President in 1990, and Mr. Fracher,
running for a second term as Vice President, if
elected, will be ideal individuals to lead us all in
the direction of greater professional visibility.
Allow me to list a few of the highlights
that have occurred during the last three years:
In order to compliment the National Stage
Combat Workshop which I began ten years ago,
I instituted the Teacher Certification Workshop
which has just completed its third successful
year.
A network of local SAFD official representatives has been created to facilitate greater
communications and opportunities for practice in
the Stage Combat Arts for all SAFD members.
This network will be in full progress before the
expiration of my term in 1990.
4

The membership status levels have been
streamlines to reflect the reality of differences
between performers, teachers, and choreographers of stage violence.
The number of theatre training institutions offering actor/combatant certification testing has increased dramatically, largely through
the advent of the Certified Teachers.
The position of Film, Coordinator has
been established with Mr. Boushey spearheading
that effort.
A standard SAFD brochure was created
by Mr. Fracher, Mr. Orleman and myself, promoting the many aspects of our organization.
The duties of secretary and treasurer have
been combined in order to facilitate communication among members and improve the daily
administration of the SAFD
Through the untiring efforts of Mr. Fredricksen and Mr. Boushey the SAFD was finally
awarded official federal recognition as a notfor-profit organization by the Internal Revenue
Service.
The emblem of the SAFD was standardized
Regional membership meetings were held
in Richmond, New York City and Chicago.
Many other internal changes have occurred which have been instituted for the good of
all members by the other Fight Masters, all of
which deserve our gratitude.
I think the SAFD is stronger than ever
before. We are poised and ready to accept the
challenges and possibilities of the next decade
and beyond. From our humble beginning in 1977
to the vibrancy which characterizes the spirit of
our Society in 1989, I fully believe that we have
been providing a significant and valuable contribution to the entertainment industry. I believe
that history will prove that the SAFD was one of
the most significant forces to emerge in the
entertainment arts in our century
J.D. Martinez

PRES"JOenr'S R£PoRT

I hope this finds you all alive and well and
thriving after the lovely summer the country
seems to be having. I write to you after having
just returned from the National Stage Combat
Workshop in Las Vegas. First of all, let me
congratulate the Workshop Coordinator, David
Leong, and our Editor and On-Site Coordinator,
Linda McCollum, for arranging an absolutely
marvelous facility for us to hold the workshop
this year. The University of Nevada, Las Vegas
is in support of our working there, and I think we
have the beginnings of a very happening relationship. I feel as though this year's workshop was
very successful, and I look for things to continue
to improve as the summers go by.
A great deal of business was discussed
and dealt with by the Officers and the Fight
Masters in attendance. All of it was most positive
and with the growth of our organization in mind.
At times it seems a bit chaotic, and I am sure some
of you are wondering when we are going to make
up our minds and quit changing the policies and
procedures. My only response to these questions
is to say that we are certainly aware of the problems that exist within the organization, and I can
assure each of you that no item of business is ever
changed without a great deal of thought and

Initial membership in the
SAFDis$25 . DuesforFight
Masters. Certified Teachers,
Actor/Combatants, Associates, Affiliates and Friends
are $25 annually . All membership dues are to be paid in
January to the Secretary/
Treasurer, Richard Raether,
1834 Camp Ave .• Rockford
I.L 61103 .

Inquiries concerning new
memberships, status or
change of address should be
addressed to the Secretary/
Treasurer, Richard Raether,
1834 Camp Ave .. Rock.ford,
IL 61103 .

discussion. Our aim is always to make the SAFD
a stronger and more viable force in the industry,
and with each new meeting comes a great deal of
policy revision and progress.
We need your help in this. We need to
hear from you and to hear your opinions and
thoughts on these matters. I feel as though there
could be a great deal more input from the membership on many of these issues. I think it is very
important that each and every member take the
time to read over the Policies and Procedures
printed in this issue and to formulate some opinions about the information that you read. I for one
would love to hear from all of you regarding the
current policy changes. Without input from the
membership, we are just a few individuals making the decisions that will affect all of you. Please
let me hear from you and know that your opinions
have an impact me and all of the Officers and
Fight Masters. There is strength in numbers my
friends, and with your input and influence we can
only grow stronger . I look forward to our
continued relationship and to the new "cabinet"
grabbing the torch and running like hell.. .always
forward, never back!
Yours in Safety and ZA

Drew Fracher

Applications for change
in status within the Society
should be addressed to Drew
Fracher. c/o Abiding Grace
Farms, 780 Bushtovm Road,
Harrodsburg. KY 40330.

Articles for consideration
in The Fight Master should
be submitted to the editor,
Linda McCollum, Department of Theatre Arts, University of Nevada, 4505
Maryland Parkway, Las
Vegas, NV 89154 .
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Also at that time, a three year grace period
was announced, enabling Affiliate and Associate
members to convert to the new status. That
period is now drawing to a close. The following
is for Affiliate and Associate members who may
be uncertain how to convert their status before the
grace period expires in March, 1990.
.
~ne of my duties as Secretary is to keep
mformation flowing to the members. Toward
that end, beginning in October, I will be sending
out a monthly newsletter to keep members up to
date on news, policy and items of interest.
The objectives of this move are: 1) to
allow The Fight Master to function as less of an
"inside forum" and be more accessible and informative to the public at large and 2) provide a
means of continuously updating and improving
communication throughout the Society.
Okay troops, time to get creative here. I
~ant a name for this newsletter. Send in your
ideas. The tone of this newsletter is going to be
~ery informal, so silly suggestions are perfectly
m order. Your ideas on content are also welcome
(keep it clean).
Watch for the debut issue-destined to be
a future collector's item (the garbage collector if
no one else). Meanwhile, on to other matter.
In this issue of The Fight Master, you
will find the SAFD Policies and Procedures printed
out in full. I urge you to look through it.

AFFILIATE AND ASSOCIATE
MEMBERS

I want to clear up some confusion on the
status of Affiliate and Associate members. In
1987 membership classification within SAFD
was changed. The Affiliate designation became
Actor/Combatant and Associate membership was
replaced by Certified Teacher. At the same time,
to maintain high standards, a policy was instituted requiring members to re-certify every three
years.
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CONVERSION OF AFFILIATE ST ATUS
TO CERTIFIED ACTOR/COMBAT ANT

All present Affiliate members of the SAFD
whose dues are current may convert their Affiliate classification to Certified Actor/Combatant
by notifying the Secretary/freasurer as to which
weapons they were certified in, where, with whom
they studied and who adjudicated their fight test.
There is no fee for this conversion done in the
grace period before March 1990.
Any Affiliate Member who does not reclassify by March, 1990 will be automatically
reclassified as Friend at that time.

CONVERSION OF ASSOCIATE STATUS
TO CERTIFIED TEACHER

All present members of the SAFD holding the status of Associate and whose dues are
current may convert their Associate classificatio~ to Certified Teacher before March 1990 by
domg the following:
1) Apply to the Vice President for conversion of
their classification from Associate to Certified
Teacher.
2) Send an up-to-date resume detailing training,
professional credits and teaching experience to
the Vice President
3) Submit three letters of recommendation from
teachers or Academicians.

Associate Members who do not reclassify by
March 1990 will automatically be reclassified as
Friend.

4) Have your work as a teacher/choreographer
observed by a Fight Master or send a half-inch
VHS video (unedited) from a stationary camera
of the applicant teaching two students a portion of
the applicant's certification test fight choreography ( not to exceed seven minutes) to the Vice
President.

As of March, 1990, the only SAFD membership cl~ification will be Fight Master, Certified Teacher, Certified Actor-Combatant and
Friend.

5) Take the written exam on history and theory,
which may be done through the mail.

Please address any question on this policy to me.

Richard Raether
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DAGGERS

by
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PONIARDS

DR. LEONID TARASSUK
Senior Research Associate
Dept. of Arms & Armor
Metropolitan Museum of Art

I

Consulting Curator
Harding Collection of Arms &Armor
Art Institute of Chicago

The Society of American Fight Directors has published this comprehensive and
profusely illustrated monograph, an expansion of the series of three articles
previously published in the Fightmaster. This monograph gives a compete history
of the development and nomenclature of these weapons, as well as illustrating
their wearing and use in attack and defense.
Published at a retail price of $16. 95, we are offering this monograph to members
only, at a special price of $10. 00. Every SAFD member should have this valuable
reference work in their library. Send check or M.O. for $10.00 (made out to
the SAFD) to :
Linda McCollum
SAFD
P.0.Box 218
Blue Diamond, NV
89004
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THE SOUNDS OF VIOLENCE
Part III: Topping the Competition
by Bonnie Raphael
Editor's Note: During the summer of 1988, Bonnie Raphael taught fight-related vocal techniques at
the SAFD National Workshop. This article-the last in a series of three published in THE FIGHT
MASTER ( the other two dealing with believability and vocal safety and technique)--is an outgrowth
of the workshops which she offered in Memphis.
Introduction
When an actor/combatant is speaking on-stage, his or her lines must often be delivered alongside
visual and aural elements of the production which are competing for the attention of the audience
members. If this actor/combatant is uninformed about the nature of his competition or unskilled in using
the vocal techniques necessary to overcoming this competition, then not only is there a strong possibility
that his or her lines will be lost, but there is also the possibility that he or she will incur some vocal strain
or fatigue as well.

The Nature of the Competition
Most contemporary audiences, especially in America, watch more attentively than they listen.
If an audience is given something really interesting to look at, then that tends to distract their attention
away from what they may be hearing simultaneously. This can put the actor/combatant at a disadvantage
because if the fight which has been staged is compelling enough visually, he or she is in danger of having
lines go by unheeded. The director or fight director should be responsible for assuring the communication of important exposition, vital speeches, and key lines by giving them a bit of space, and by helping
the audience to focus on these moments by not allowing too much visual or aural competition. Actors
concentrate better than audience members, so voice coaches or fight directors must help the audience to
hear what we want them to hear in the same way as gcxxi directors help them see what is most important
for them to focus on. This is a matter of making sure that the major actors avoid upstaging themselves
while speaking and of helping supporting actors avoid covering or blocking the most important
characters in a scene-either from our view or from our hearing. The sound level for the background
music may be too loud. There may be too much background percussion or even weapon noise or running
footsteps. Dim lighting may produce a dramatic effect, and billows of smoke may be visually splendid,
but both might make it quite difficult for audience members to hear lines during a particular sequence
in the show. An alert and aware director can be of great service to an actor's communicative effectiveness
at these challenging times-if he or she is willing to modify a visual effect just a bit for the sake of the
important lines. This is not always possible; directors are not always willing to compromise. It then
becomes particularly important for the actor/combatant to have certain requisite skills which will enable
him or her to communicate language effectively despite formidable visual and or aural competition.
Requisite Vocal Skills
If there is a great deal of crowd noise and/or weapon noise on stage, then it is unlikely that a single
voice can top the competition by being louder. The actor would do better to think about achieving
optimum breath flow, about focusing the tone on the hard palate (i.e. the front of the roof of the mouth),
and about increasing the musical component and decreasing the noise component in his or her voice for
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purposes of clarity and intelligibility. If, instead of simply struggling to be louder, he or she can create
a clear sound which is different-in color, in pitch neighborhood-this is far more attention-provoking
in "busy" scenes and can keep the actor safe from vocal strain as well. Arthur Lessac has written a book
called The Use and Training of the Human Voice(New York: DBS Publishers, Inc., 1967). Mastery
of Les sac's techniques of "tonal action" (especially the Call) and "Consonant action" enable the actor/
combatant to be easily heard and understood over what might otherwise be daunting competition.
Situations in which the need for this type of vocal technique is essential include Henry's speech to his
vastly-outnumbered troops in King Henry V, Marc Antony's speeches to the Roman citizens in Julius
Caesar and the Prince of Verona's speech to his feuding subjects at the beginning of Romeo and Juliet.
There are a great number of others.
Quite often when an actor cannot be heard on-stage, it's really a matter of him or her not being
understood. If the problem is not the fact that the voice is simply too soft or improperly focused, and
not the fact that the actor is upstaging him or herself and throwing the sound into the wings rather than
towards the audience, and not the presence of too much aural and visual competition, then it is one of
intelligibility. The following information will aid the actor/combatant wishing to achieve better
intelligibility onstage:
l)Words carry better for low male voices at pitches about one-third or one-half up the total range from
the actor's lowest clear tones. On the other hand, women's words are more often intelligible when they
are spoken or shouted at pitches lower than their very highest notes-about one-half to two-thirds up the
total pitch range from the lowest clear notes--but no higher. If actors can work in these clearer, more
projectable parts of their ranges, then their words will carry better and may be much easier to understand.
2) It is important to make sure the vowels don't get lQQ loud (as in forced and constricted, choked) and
that the consonants following these vowels do get .as, loud if the words are to be in balance and therefore
intelligible. If words are not finished specifically and clearly, then lines fade away; we know the speaker
is upset or angry but we lose the point being made. For example, the underlined sounds in the following
phrases are fairly typical of those which are often shortchanged: Here is my challe~e! I will fight to
the ellii! I told you to leaye! Turn, he!lhound.! Bloody, bawdy villain.! Vengeance! Toned or vibrating
consonant sounds following stressed vowels as well as those at the end of unstressed syllables need
particular attention.
3) Intelligent and communicative phrasin~ is essential to intelligibility. This is largely the domain of
the director or voice coach, but if an out-of-shape or over-choreographed actor gets badly winded during
a fight sequence, any speeches during or following that fight are likely to get all broken up and
uncommunicative. lf, on the other hand, the fight director can build in an occasional "breather" for this
actor and drill the actor o n ~ that rest period to get the breath low in the body, the jaw released, the
neck free and the inhalations as quiet as possible, then the actor can retain enough control to phrase
effectively. Eloquent, suspenseful silences are, of course, providers of some of the most unforgettable
moments in the theatre.
Once the actor is in touch with these basic skills which will lift and carry his or her thoughts and
feelings directly to the audience, attention can then be shifted to achieving greater vocal variety. lf the
actor is engaged in a sizable scene with another actor of the same sex, then ideally the audience should
know who's talking at any given moment, even without seeing the actors. In other words, the two voices
should be different enough from one another (in quality, in pitch neighborhood, in rhythm). that they
could not be confused, even if the actors are hidden from view . This is particularly important when thes F

two actors are engaged in visually exciting physical activity-such as a fight sequence. It is important
for the fight director to be aware not only of the look and flow of the fight but of its vocal values as well,
so they do not suffer for lack of attention.

Voices in the Crowd
Spectator response during fight sequences can be designed vocally as well. Spectator sounds
should not be just generalized noise, undifferentiated, generic. Members of a crowd can work in different
vocal "colors" or pitch neighborhoods or rhythms; they can create specific characterization and subgroups within the crowd so that their interplay has some dynamics. Actors in non-speaking or extra roles
can be asked: Whose side are you on? What is your relationship to that person? What do you have at
stake should he win or lose this fight? In what environment is this fight taking place? Are there other
sources of danger in the vicinity? What is your relationship to the other members of the crowd?
Some directors will create lines for various crowd members to speak-these need to sound as
spontaneous and unrehearsed as possible. Other directors prefer a more improvisational approach. Here,
it is important that the language in which the actors improvise is compatible with the language in the script
itself.
The fight director can use rehearsal time to give crowd responses more authenticity and
creativity. If, for example, actors respond to fight instructions vocally (e.g. Yes! Right! O.K.!), then
they get into the habit of breathing freely and releasing voice freely without having to plan these events.
If the fight director divides larger crowds into smaller groups which can argue among themselves--one
actor talking low in the range, one at mid-range, one high in the range and one listening, then the overall
effect has far greater depth and specificity. Sizes of sub-groups, composition of sub-groups, speed and
rhythm of inter-changes can all be varied.
Conclusion
The most effective pair, small group, and large crowd fight scenes are those which both belong
to and truly serve the production of which they are a part. If these fights emerge, erupt out of the world
of the play, the personalities of specific characters rather than interrupting the world of the play because
lines are not heard or don't seem appropriate, then they can significantly contribute to the credibility and
dramatic effectiveness of the finished production.
Stage combat teachers can prepare both actor/combatants and future directors for these challenges by including in their teaching scenes which integrate acting demands with unarmed or armed
combat. Such scenes should be taken from real plays and, ideally, should be critiqued for both acting
values and fight ingredients and execution. This approach reminds combatants that they're actors and
that all their choices must be made in service of the story of the play.

Acknowledgements: The author gratefully acknowledges the contributions of David Leong, Drew Fracher, J .R. Beardsley,
Erik Fredrickson, David Boushey, Linda McColl um and Dan Carter to this series of articles.

Bonnie N. Raphael is now in her third season as voice, speech, dialects and text coach/or the American Repertory Theatre
andlnstitutefor Advanced Theatre Training at Harvard. Before that, she taught ata number oftraining institutions (including
Northwestern University, Ohio University and the UniversityofVirginia)andworkedat a number ofregional theatres(including
the Denver Center Theatre Company and the Missouri Repertory Theatre), coaching nwre than one hundred productions
for such directors as Garland Wright .Andrei Serban.Jerry Zaks,Dario Fo, Don McKayle, Laird Williamson, Allen Fletcher,
Robert Wilson, Robert Brustein, Richard Foreman and Michael Kahn . In addition, she serves as a consultant to a number
of performers, political candidates, trial lawyers, television broadcasters and other professional speakers throughout the
country.
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CHOOSING YOUR WEAPONS
PART II
by Rod Casteel
In Part I of "Choosing Your Weapons," (The Fight Master, May, 1988 issue) we examined
the specifics of what to look for when choosing a combat-grade weapon. Both historic and theatrical
characteristics were discussed, including types of MATERIALS used in CONSTRUCTION, their
relative DURABILITY and degree of expected MAINTENANCE, BALANCE, SOUND QUALITY (if
any!), and APPEARANCE. It is my sincere hope that the information may save you the disappointment
of spending good money on a "clunker."
A really proper examination of a subject as technical as weaponry is not possible without the
introduction of nomenclature: terminology must be specific and correct. Otherwise, we are likely to
find ourselves imparting misinformation and spending more time explaining what we don't mean than
what we do mean. Your understanding of the subject and its terminology can give you the certainty you
should have as a professional and inspire the confidence of others in you. To let others down who trust
and disseminate what you say is to discredit yourself and your profession; so, please .. .let's NOT "be
reasonable" about this!! Now, let's begin by getting a workable definition of the term "SWORD" in the
general or "generic" sense of the word:
SWORD (general term): A weapon held in either one or both hands, having a blade which is usually
pointed and at least one true cutting edge; and, the blade being generally of a length several times longer
than the handle.
On the other hand, the term "SWORD" in its specific sense subscribes to the above definition;
but... we must also say that it means a weapon intended for BA TILE (as opposed to single-combat
weapons like the rapier, which were intended mainly for civil conflicts such as DUELS).
AS a rule, the term SWORD (in its specific context) requires that a descriptive term accompany
it in order to designate its type and/or purpose. Examples are: "arming sword," and "bastard sword."
Even the the RAPIER (a specific type of SWORD) is sometimes called a "Dueling sword" or "Dueling
rapier." Simple enough? We needn't complicate simple truths, since this does not make them more true.
Wouldn't you agree?
Now, I realize that few of you will ever be in a position to own as many weapons as I possess.
And I understand that you must choose carefully whenever you purchase (after all, you 're going to have
to live with {it] fora long time, aren't you?). With this in mind, let's look at some types of weapons which
suit the broadest range of historic periods and locales:
In selecting a BASTARD SWORD ("hand-and-a- half'), there is little problem in regards to
style, because this type of sword is typically plain and simplistic in design. For the stage, a blade which
is shorter than most historic examples results in a sword which is lighter, faster and easier to wield.
Guards may be either straight or down-curved, and pommels are most often wheel-shaped. The best
bastard sword I've ever seen was designed by maestro David Boushey. After I built the first prototype
of the "Boushey Model" (For David himself), we both agreed that we had created the ideal sword of its
type. Its thirty four inch custom blade (our own) balances and handles superbly. In fact, one pair of these
swords saw use in five separate productions o/Macbeth .. .before we ever had to dress the edges on the
blades! Best of all, the sword is priced at a very reasonable level.
QUrLLON DAGGERS are also simplistic in design. Quillons can be straight, down-curved,
or" S "-shaped. An excellent al tern ati ve is the "Bolognese" type RING DAGGER (a qui lion dagger with
11

a small side ring). This dagger was, in reality, the most popular parrying dagger ever designed. The side
ring makes for surprisingly adequate hand protection ... without making the dagger too bulky for
comfortable wear. Meanwhile, the typical MAIN GAUCHE DAGGER (like its mate, the "cup hilt"
rapier) has a very dramatic appearance and is highly visible onstage. It is also rather large and awkward
to wear comfortably. Historically, both these weapons are a bit late for Shakespeare's time; theatrically,
we can "stretch the truth" somewhat; however, I personally f favor a dagger with a twelve inch blade for
overall practicality in terms of use and wear.
When choosing a RAPIER, it's best to select certain style characteristics which are now
considered "classic." Such types make the best choices for an all-purpose weapon, because they saw
broad use over a greater span of history. I refer to the "swept-hilt" variety, which term generally includes
a vast range of hilt styles.
The earliest RAPIER hilts were simple "cruciform" types. A better balance was achieved by
gripping one quillon with the forefinger (as if the quillon were a "trigger"). The problem with this was
that your opponent's blade might slice off the unprotected finger. Thus, "arms"* were added to the crosshilt for the purpose of protecting the forefinger. *(While it's no great issue, it is not incorrect to substitute
the term "pas d'anes" for the "arms of the hilt." And though the French term sounds undeniably "chic,"
most experts feel that "arms" is the term which best describes this hilt component... unless you happen
to be in France). The addition of"arms" to the cross-hilt resulted in what we now call the BASIC RAPIER
HILT. this form was retained even as later styles of increasing complexity evolved. Side rings were added
to the basic hilt; in time, more and more rings were added for the purpose of greater hand protection.
Finally, the complexity of these additional guards resulted in FULL-HILT styles by about 1600 (these
later types enclosed the hand and were similar in configuration to the later cup-hilts, except for the open
spaces between the ring guards).
So far as we know, the true RAPIER originated around 1530. The term comes from the Spanish
"Espada de Ropera," meaning "swords of the robe" (this refers to civil dress and means swords worn by
civilians). The evolution of hilts from simple to complex patterns spans the period from about 1530 to
about 1650, and cup-hilts were even later (second half of the seventeenth century). Most reference texts
on the subject show abundant examples of hilts from many periods of this evolution. It should be noted
that accurate dating is difficult at best; and is, therefore, ambiguous as often as not. Also, it is not my
intention to make absolute statements about areas where exceptions might exist in terms of historic fact.
My purpose is merely to provide a perspective on weaponry via information which is basic, yet specific
enough to be useful.
This might be a good time to clarify the difference between he (specific) terms "sword" and
"rapier:"
SWORD: A weapon used in warfare, possessing at least ONE true cutting edge (this definition
presupposes that the general definition also applies).
RAPIER: A civil (i.e., generally NON-MILITARY) weapons used for dueling. While its edges
possessed a degree of sharpness, it was too light for real cutting and use of the point was emphasized.
Tactically, the rapier was used primarily for offense: Defense was effected via the left (or "free")
hand .. with dagger, gauntlet, cloak, or buckler. In short, the RAPIER was noticeably lighter than the
"arming sword" or "reitschwert."
Incidentally, the style of hilt does not determine whether (it) is a SWORD or a RAPIER. Type
of blade does. A good rule of thumb for making this determination is: when you hold the weapon in your
hand, IF the blade feels substantial enough to hack off a person's limb, then (it's) a SWORD. A RAPIER
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has no such capability; as such, it's far less practical as a battle weapon, especially at close quarters.
However, it was not an uncommon practice to have one's rapier re-mounted with a "sword" blade before
going off to war.
A bit more nomenclature; the term "broadsword" is much in use but is not considered a correct
term for the weapon it alleges to describe. Experts like Ewart Oakeshott and A. V. B. Norman assert
that the simple term "sword" or "cross-hilt sword" most accurately describe this weapon.
Another term which is greatly mis-used is the term "courtsword." This term is misunderstood
because it is mistaken for a SPECIFIC term when it is actually a GENERIC term.
"Courtsword" refers to ANY sword worn at court as a symbol of rank and status... during ANY
pericxl in history. A "courtsword" was virtually a "piece of jewelry" which was often a "sword" in
appearance only, an item of fashion; many examples are actually too fragile for any sort of combat. This
isn't unusual when one realizes that such "swords" weren't intended for use; in fact, they were not
"weapons" at all. Rather., they were ornamental works of art. Other features: they were usually lighter
and shorter than their functional counterparts in a given period.
To further clarify this term, when people use the term "courts word," what they real Iy mean is .. .
SMALLSWORD: The ultimate refinement of the rapier in the eighteenth century and the direct
antecedent of modern fencing weapons; the classic dueling sword (in its most refined form) which led
to modern fencing technique as we know it today.
Obviously, there can be little similarity between a "courtsword" from the period of Louis XIV
of France and a "courtsword" from medieval times. The former could easily assume the style of
SMALLSWORD; the latter certainly would not (it would most likely be an ornamented and shorterthan-normal "cross-hilt sword").
The bottom line on this is:
While a "courts word" can be made in the same STYLE as a SMALLSWORD, a smallsword is
not necessarily a "courtsword." I trust that YOU, my fellow SAFD/SCFD members, want to impart
only correct information. This is important, because it can affect your reputation!
Recently, I was fortunate enough to acquire an original "COURT SMALLSWORD" made in
1780. This, of course, is an actual "COURT' SWORD (non-functional) which is (coincidental) of
SMALLSWORD design and pattern. It is steel hilted and is rather intricately hand-worked (See Plate
I, extreme left).
To the immediate right of the "COURT' SMALLSWORD is a brass-hilted, exact reproduction
of a SMALLSWORD of about 1750 (i.e., this sword IS functional and is, therefore, NOT a "court"
sword. Note that its degree and type of decoration are not so extreme as to make it impractical as a
weapon).
The next sword (third from left) is a blued, steel hilted standard pattern SMALLSWORD, the
"Deluxe" mcxlel which I produce.
Thefourthswordfromleftis an "improved pattern" SMALLSWORD (again, made byme). This
style appeared around 1760 and I believe it is the ultimate refinement of all European dueling swords
ever made. You would no doubt agree if you handled this exquisite weapon.
Last on the right is another hilt type which originated about 1760, the so-called "boatshell" hilt.
While it has its differences from earlier smallsword hilts, it is nevertheless characteristic of the
smalls word hilt TYPE. The example shown is not a smallsword. However; the size and obvious weight
of the blade place it in the category of " sword"; in fact, the "boatshell" hilt was popular for SWORDS
and SMALLSWORDS alike . The example is an original British Heavy Cavalry Officer' s Sword,
copper-hilted, pattern of 1796.
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A final thought on nomenclature-many of you have at least heard of the Society For Creative
Anachronism, which is a NON-PROFESSIONAL organization. In spite of this, many of its members
are knowledgeable and well-researched in regards to many aspects of life in a given period .. .including
weaponry. Can we (as professionals) afford to be less exact about our facts than an organization whose
members themselves often claim only "hobbyist" status?! It is my hope that we are all professional
enough to CARE that our information is correct.
Now, let's get back to the subject of CHOOSING A RAPIER: First, simpler hilt styles are
excellent all-purpose choices because they will work for most historic periods and are easier to wear and
handle. Plates 2 and 3 show examples of some very good "swept-hilt styles:
PLATE 2-Extreme left, a classic "2-ring" hilt from about 1530**. **(The presence or absence
of a knuckleguard was a matter of personal preference with many hilt styles; so, while the example has
no knuckle guard, other examples of this hilt often DO have them). The remaining swords in plate 2 show
different versions of THE "classic 'swept-hilt'" pattern (the examples shown have single quillons, but
these hilt types also occurred with paired quillons).
PLATE 3-Extreme left, a classic "4-ring" full hilt, about 1580; proceeding right, a full-hilt
(single quillon) with elaborate guards nicely filling in the right side of the hilt; next, the same type hilt,
but with a PAIR of quillons; and, a TRANSITIONAL full hilt (intermediate between "swept-hilt" types
and the later Spanish and Italian "cup-hilt" styles). Note the pierced plate guards which fill the ring
guards on this example. A general rule on hilt types; complex styles tend to indicate later periods; if
you require an "all-purpose," "all-periods" hilt style, you 're better off going with a simpler hilt (these
can read as well as any when they are given fancier detailing work). The "classic 'swept-hilt"' types
are excellent choices in this respect. In any case (and it's probably for the best), there is no pretense in
theatre about asserting "absolute" historic accuracy, which is (itself) often ambiguous. If there is a
bottom line here, it is this: above all, choose weapons which are durable and which look and feel good
to YOU. Beyond this, the most important thing of all is that you choose weapons you really LIKE. It's
very easy to like a weapon that seems to "like" and "understand" YOU, because it feels as if it's actually
an "extension" of you. So, remember...it needn't be "just a weapon" .... .it should feel as comfortable an
an old friend!

Plate 1
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Plate 2

•
Plate 3

NATIONAL STAGE COMBAT WORKSHOP REPORT
The 10th Annual National Stage Combat Workshop
by David Leong
The 10th Annual National Stage Combat Workshop (NSCW) was held July 17 - August 4, 1989
on the campus of the University of Nevada, Las Vegas. Without a doubt, this year's event was the most
successful in the Society's history. Fifty eight workshop participants, eight teacher training students,
eight Fight Masters and twelve teaching assistants and journeymen comprised this year's workshop. The
journeymen program was initiated this year to provide funher help to the teaching assistants by means
of administrative help, weapons maintenance, and coaching. Listed below is a breakdown of the NSCW
staff:
Fight Master
Erik Fredricksen
Drew Fracher
David Leong
David Boushey
Chris Villa
J. R. Beardsley
Joseph Martinez
J. Allen Suddeth

Discipline
Rapier/Dagger
Smallsword
Broadsword
Quarterstaff
Quarterstaff
Unarmed
Teacher Training
Teacher Training

Teaching Assistant

Journeyman

Dan Caner
Susan Eviston
Steve Vaughn
Dexter Fidler
(Second Week Only)
Jack Young
Mark Olsen
Richard Lane

David''Pops"Doersch
Michael Chin
Robert "Tink" Tuftee
Rose Hauer
K. Jenny Jones

The first week of the workshop consisted of five and three quarter days of intense training .
Teaching assistants conducted warm ups at 8:30 a.m. followed by two, one and a half hour classes.
Immediately following the lunch break another two, one and a half hour classes filled the afternoon
schedule. The final class ended at 8:00 p.m. each evening whereupon people retired to their dorm rooms
or relaxed in the luxury of the jacuzzis at the nearby Tropicana Hotel and Casino. Thursday evening
of the first week was devoted to a presentation by the country's finest manufacturers of theatrical
weapons and armor. Rod Casteel of Colonial Armoury, J.R. Beardsley representing Oscar Kolobatovitch and American Fencers Supply and Craig Johnson of Arms and Armor brought an amazing variety
of supplies to demonstrate and sell. Suits of armor, pole arms, shields, bucklers cutlasses and rapiers of
every possible type were only a few of the items made available to the workshop participants. The
craftsmanship was of the highest quality ever seen and definitely impressed all those in attendance.
Together with Dale Girard who represented Dennis Graves during the third week, this year's workshop
showcased the top four manufacturers of stage weapons in the United States. The showing of their
supplies, all at the same evening during the National Stage Combat Workshop will now become an
annual event.
The second week of the workshop became more intense than the first due to the increased evening
hours. Teaching Assistants and Journeymen coached the participants in techniques that were learned
throughout the day. Toward the week's end, students devoted long hours to the task of learning the full
length fights choreographed by the Fight Masters.
Classes during the final week of the NSCW were shortened to an hour in length to allow students
to prepare their fight scenes. Daily classes ended at 4: 15, followed immediately by coaching session s
and individual rehearsals. Teaching Assistants and their journeymen coached each day until eleven
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while the Fight Masters devoted their evening hours to the Advanced Teacher Training Program. This
year's workshop size was so large that the SAFD Actor/Combatant Test Fights were presented over the
final two days. Results of the test appear in Points of Interest.
This year's final presentation of A Knight at the Fights was superbly produced by the Teaching
Assistants. The event was well attended due to the extensive television and newspaper coverage. Tim
Carryer (Teacher Training Program) did an expert job as Master of Ceremonies as he took us through
the hour and fifteen minute show. The audience was delighted by an original scene entitled "The
Adventures of Binky Glizade" created by the journeymen and directed by Jack Young. Two participants
from the Las Vegas Area, Dan Kucan and Ian Pugh seemed to be audience favorites. Erica Bilder and
Thom Delventhal staged an entertaining version of "Mr. Rogers" as did Dale Girard and Doug Mumaw
in "Cousins." Following the performance the annual awards were presented by the Fight Masters to
individuals that demonstrated high standards of quality in selected categories. David Engel was
presented the Patrick Crean A ward. This award is given to an outstanding individual who had
demonstrated exceptional qualities as a spiritual leader. Ann Tsuji received the award for Best Female
fighter and Dan Kucan for Best Male Fighter. Doug Mumaw won for Most Promising Teacher and David
Engel and Ann Tsuji for Best Scene. Special thanks goes to Rod Casteel, Christopher Poor, Craig
Johnson, J.R. Beardsley, Richard Lane and Henderson Steel for donating this year's awards.
David Leong (National Coordinator) and Linda McCollum (On Site Coordinator) and the entire
staff should be thanked for their efforts in making this year's workshop a great success. Dr. Jeffrey Koep,
Chair of the Department of Theatre Arts is also to be thanked for his generosity and support of the NSCW
and the SAFD. Preparations are already underway for next year's event which will again be held in Las
Vegas, July 16th to August 3rd. And, with the start of the new Advanced Stage Combat Workshop,
enrollments are expected to continue to grow.

Dennis L. Graves
-Swordcutler255 So. 41st
Boulder, CO 80303
303-494-4685
Cl a ssi c Itali a n d es igns with co mba t d u ra bility beyond th e
stre ngth of o rigin a ls.

Exct' p tio na l ba la n u and a es theti c propo rtion in CHry
wea pon fro m sta gt> "'fclil " to repli ca " sharp" .

:h a il able s tyl<'s now in cl ude " Roma n ·' g lad ii , stir rn p-hilt t·d
s;i lir(' s. ;u1 d baroqu e srn a ll swo rds.

Ren ta l weapo ns aYa il a h le fo r th ea tre. lilm a nd
c·ri ml ia t wrJr ks ho p s.
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TEACHER CERTIFICATION WORKSHOP
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 1989
by J.D. MARTINEZ
From July 17 to August 4, 1989on the campus of the University of Nevada, Las Vegas, the SAFD
conducted the Third Annual Teacher Certification Workshop(TCW) in conjunction with the National
Stage Combat Workshop (NSCW). This year's intensive workshop in teacher training was headed by
J.D. Martinez and Allen Suddeth.
Seven students were enrolled in the program. Each student brought a rich and varied background
as a petformer and teacher of theatre. As in years past, the students were a very impressive group of
theatre artists with a commitment to seek the best training available in the stage combat arts.
The TCW is a very intensive program of study. The students have extraordinary demands placed
upon their energies, both mental and physical, working from 8:30 a.m. to 11 :00 p .m . Monday through
Friday and for seven hours on Saturdays.
In the first week of training, entitled "Observation and Technique," the students concentrated
each day on petfecting their technical skills with one of the five weapons taught at the NSCW . A Fight
Master, who was teaching a particular weapon in the NSCW taught a portion of his final Actor/
Combatant Test Fight to the student teachers and they also received classes in basic technique in the same
weapon from Mr. Martinez and Mr. Suddeth.
The student teachers were given several hours to practice the portion of the Actor/Combatant Test
Fight taught to them by the Fight Master earlier in the day. Their performance of that portion of the test
fight was then video-taped and critiqued by the Fight Master, Mr. Suddeth and Mr. Martinez in the final
session of the day. In addition, the student teachers were able to observe the Fight Master teach a class
to the NSCW students in the weapon the student teachers were concentrating on that day .
\fr Suddeth entitled the second week "Theory and History." This week was devoted to
exam ·
rnd practicing many of the theories and techniques inherent in effectively teaching stage
comb .. L ......:h Fight Master delivered a lecture/demonstration on a particular topic such as "Acting the
Fight," "Adjudicating Certification Test Fights," "Coping with Problem Student," and "History of
Swordplay." In addition, special classes on the theory and technique of teaching each weapon were
conducted by Mr. Suddeth and Mr. Martinez
Also in this second week, the students were required each day to choreograph a short phrase of
their own. They were given a few techniques from the list of compulsory techniques required in the
Actor/Combatant Fight Test for the particular weapon of the day. The student teachers would then
rehearse their choreographed phrase and perform the phrase for the camera. At the conclusion of the day,
the Fight Master teaching that particular weapon in the NSCW would critique the video tapes along with
Mr. Suddeth and Mr. Martinez.
Finally, the students were required to learn all of the Actor/Combatant Fight Test Choreography
forUnanned, Quarterstaff, Broadsword, Rapier and Dagger and Smallsword being taught in the NSCW,
so that they could help the NSCW students assigned to them . At the conclusion of the student teachers
class day, they were required to spend a few hours as tutors to the NSCW students helping them to prepare
for their Actor/Combatant Fight Tests.
The final "Climax" week arrived! This third week was devoted to preparing the student teachers
for their own rigorous testing procedure. The tests for the student teachers consisted of four parts:
Part 1. An extensive written examination.
Part 2. A teaching practicum observed by all of the Fight Masters .
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Part 3. A complete student-choreographed Actor/Combatant Fight Test with three weapons,
performed before eight Fight Masters.
Part 4. An oral examination at the discretion of the Fight Masters.
Following the testing procedure, several of the student teachers performed at the exciting A
Knight at the Fights. We then put a satisfying cap on our experiences together by attending the SAFD
closing night party for some well-deserved rest and relaxation.
The Teacher Certification Workshop, which I began three years ago, has proven to be of great
value. Not only is the TCW the most comprehensive training program for teachers of stage violence in
the Western World, but the quality and safe level of instruction provided by the graduates of this program
is ensuring a greater measure of safety for actors performing stage violence throughout the nation. The
graduates of the TCW may be justly proud of their accomplishment and secure in their level of skill.
The next Teacher Certification Workshop is scheduled for the summer of 1992.
The following are the students who have been awarded the status of Certified Teacher,
Probationary Certified Teacher, or who attended the workshop.
Eric Blaugher
Tim Carryer
Dawn R. Ferry
Colleen Kelly

Attended
Probationary Teacher
Attended
Probationary Teacher

Doug Mumaw
Ron Piretti
Robert Walsh

Certified Teacher
Probationary Teacher
Probationary Teacher

ADVANCE ACTOR/COMBATANT WORKSHOP
The Society of American Fight Directors is pleased to announce a new training program to be
held in conjunction with the National Stage Combat Workshop in 1990. This program is designed for
the student who is looking for intensified training, and fills the gap between the Basic Workshop and the
Teacher CertificationWorkshop. It will be offered for the first time at the National Stage Combat
Workshop in Las Vegas at the University of Nevada, July 16th to August 3rd 1990.
The classes will be taught by SAFD Fight Masters, and will include advanced techniques in
Rapier and Dagger, Smallsword, Broadsword, Quarterstaff and Unarmed. We are con"iderin i!
:5es
in acting, voice, flips, two on ones, brawls, knife fights, Sword and Shield, Rapier and ,.
5un
safety. Participants will have the chance to take the Fight Test, and upgrade their I
.Hant
Certification for three more years. (Note: All Certificates expire three years from is:
Admittance is limited to those students having passed the SAFD Actor/Combatant .hh ~ Test,
or by proof of equivalent training. A xerox copy of your Certificate or proof of training must accompany
your registration.
We are very excited to be offering this new program, and have named J. Allen Suddeth as the
A.A.C.W. coordinator.
Any questions should be addressed to:
J. Allen Suddeth
131 Linden Ave
Glen Ridge, NJ 07028
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SOCIETY OF AMERICAN FIGHT DIRECTORS
POLICIES AND PROCEDURES
1.00 Cla~ification of Status and Change of Status
1.01

Application for a change in status must be made by June 1st to the Vice President
a) A decision will be made by September.
b) Notification will be made in writing by the President.

1.02

Candidates for Fight Master status must show high evidence of professional teaching and cho
reographic standards and be ratified by four of the Society's Fight Masters. A candidate must
submit the following which is not to exceed ten pages to the Vice President of the Society, (Cer
tified Teachers who have held that status for five years are eligible to apply for change in status):
a) A letter of intention.
b) A one hundred dollar non-refundable application fee.
c) A detailed resume which includes training, professional credits and teaching
experience which must includes a minimum of twenty union (AEA, AFTRA,
SAG) choreography credits.
d) Three letters of recommendation, of which two must be from producers and/or artistic
directors and one letter from a teacher or academician.
The candidate must pass both a written and an oral examination to be administered by at least two
Fight Masters.
Two of the Society's Fight Masters must view a live production of the candidate's work. Any
expenses shall be covered by the candidate. Two additional Fight Masters must view a video tape
of the candidate's work. Video tapes are to be on half inch VHS and must meet the following
standards:
l) The camera is to be in a stationary position in the center of the house .
2) There is to be no editing of the tape sound or visual.
3) The tape must include the candidate working with students.

1.03 Certified Teachers
Candidates for the status of Certified Teacher must show a high evidence of professional teaching
standards and be ratified by four of the Society's Fight Masters. A candidate must submit the fol
lowing which is not to exceed ten pages to the Vice President.
a) A letter of intention.
b) A fifty dollar non-refundable application fee.
c) A detailed resume which includes training, professional credits and teaching
experience.
d) Three letters of recommendation from teachers or academicians.
The candidate must also:
1) Attend the three week Teacher Certification Workshop at theSAFD National Stage
Combat Workshop and take the Teacher Certification Test.
OR
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2) The candidate may bring in a Fight Master for five days so that the Fight Master can
view the candidate teaching, work with the candidate, see the candidate's Actor/
Combatant Fight Test choreography, and administer the written and oral test. The fee for
this procedure is $500.00 ($100 per day) to be paid to the Society's Treasurer, plus
expenses (including Fight Master's transportation and private housing such as a hotel).
Fee and expenses to be borne by the candidate
OR
3) A candidate may visit a teaching Fight Master (at the Fight Master's convenience) for
a period of five days to satisfy all requirements. All expenses to be borne by the candidate.
Fee to be paid to the Society for the Fight Master's time remains the same ($500).
All Certified Teachers must renew their membership classification every three years by sending
to the Vice President:
a) A letter of intention.
b) A fifty dollar non-refundable fee.
c) An updated resume showing that the Teacher has continued to work and hone his./her
skills.
d) A half-inch VHS video (unedited) from a stationary camera of the candidate teaching
two students a piece of fight choreography from a Actor/Combatant Fight Test
of their own (not to exceed seven minutes).
A Certified Teacher who does not renew his membership classification within three years will
have his membership status converted to that of Friend.
1.04 Certified Actor/Combatant
A candidate for the status of Actor/Combatant must pass the certification test set down by the So
ciety and adjudicated by a Fight Master and maintain the certification by periodic re-examination
every three years.
1.05 Friend
Any individual interested in fight choreography, who wants to keep abreast of the field without
being actively involved as combatants or choreographers, may join the Society as a Friend.
1.06 Honorary
Worthy individuals who are chosen by a quorum of the Fight Masters for their contribution and
expertise in the field.
2.00 Annual Dues
2.01

The initial fee for joining the Society is twenty-five dollars regardless of status and covers the
membership dues for the year in which the individual joined.

2.02

Dues are owed in January of each year.
a) Memberships dues are twenty-five dollars annually for all membership classifications
b) Honorary members and current officers are exempt from annual dues.

~1

3.00 ACTOR/COMBATANT FIGHT TEST

3.01
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The minimum requirements for the Actor/Combatant Fight Test are that the candidate must show
a proficiency in the use of two weapons and in unanned stage combat techniques. Rapier and
Dagger and Unanned Combat are mandatory. An additional weapon from those listed below is
to be selected by the applicant for inclusion in the Actor/Combatant Fight Test. The Actor/
Combatant Fight Test must be safe, dramatically effective and at performance tempo. The Actor/
Combatant Fight Test performance is not to exceed seven minutes for three weapons. And
additional two minutes is allowed for each additional weapon. The minimum compulsory
techniques to be included with the Actor/Combatant Fight Test are as follows:

a).

RAPIER AND DAGGER
1.
Point Work:
deception of parry
a coupe
a double
a disengage
2.
Three Prise de Fer:
a croise
an envelopment
a bind
3.
One beat attack
4.
One Corps- 'a-Corps
5.
One horizontal sequence across the floor
6.
One diagonal sequence across the floor
7.
One circular sequence across the floor
8.
One Moulinet (m0llinello)
9.
One Punta Reversa
10.
One cut across the head (duck)
11.
One cut across the stomach (jump back)
12.
One diagonal cut (avoidance)
13.
One cross parry with rapier and dagger
14.
Two attacks with dagger
a cut
a thrust
15.
Two parries with dagger solo (one across the body)
16.
One disann (per fight)
17.
One feint
18.
One bind away with dagger
19.
One bind away with rapier
20.
One wound.

b).

UNARMED
1.
One fall for each combatant
2.
One punch to the upper back
3.
Two kicks

4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.

11.
12.
13.
14.
c).

SMALL SWORD
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
d).

One flip/throw
One knee
One slap
One forward roll/shoulder roll for each combatant
One stomach punch
One elbow
Two punches:
one contact
one non-contact
One blocked punch
Three different knaps
One strangle
One hair pull

Point work:
deception of parry
a coupe
a double
Three Prise de Fer:
a croise
an envelopment
a bind
One left hand parry
One change beat
One beat attack
One Corps-' a-Corps
One sequence in line
One circular sequence
One yielding parry
One balestra
One glissade
One slash
One volte
One disann (per fight )

BROADSWORD
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Two thrusts (different lines)
One Corps- 'a-Corps
One cut across head (duck)
One cut across stomach (avoidance)
One pommel or attempted pommel attack
A bind
Attacks in all lines
Moulinet
One diagonal cut with avoidance
Running attack to body
Beat aside
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e).

QUARTERSTAFF
1.
Short form attacks and parries in all lines
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12

Long form attacks and parries in all lines
One horizontal head slash and avoidance
One horizontal foot slash and avoidance
One thrusting attack (either fore or butt end)
One feint
One strike to body (contact)
One strike to head or face (non-contact)
One disarm
One roll with staff
One bind with fore or butt end
One 360 degree moulinet

3.02

The test is to be adjudicated by a Fight Master

3.03

All adjudication tests are to be scheduled in advance with the Secretary/freasurer to ensure that
a Fight Master is Available. All fees are to be paid to the Secretary/freasurer in advance.

3.04

The fee for taking the Actor/Combatant Fight Test is twenty-five dollars for each student.
a) The adjudicator is to receive the cost of transportation to the site, a thirty dollar per diem
and a hundred dollar adjudication fee.
b) If the number of students being adjudicated does not cover the adjudication expenses
the host school or individuals taking the test must make up the difference.
c) If the fee from the number of student taking the test exceed the adjudication expenses,
the difference will go into the SAFD treasury.

3.05

Where matters are financially impossible for the host school or individuals taking the test, either
because of the distance from the nearest Fight Master or the number of students taking the test,
video tapes of the actor/combatant fight test may be used instead of an on site adjudication.
a) The Secretary/freasurer will determine the eligibility for taking the test using a video
tape.
b) The video tape cannot be edited and must be in a stationary position.
c) The video tape will be sent to the nearest Fight Master for adjudication.
d) The adjudicator will send the applicants a written valuation of their work with the test
results.
e) There is a one hundred dollar adjudicator's fee for the Fight Master evaluating the
video.

3.06

The Actor/Combatant Fight Test may be taken at the National Stage Combat Workshop

4.00 National Stage Combat Workshop
4.01
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The Society will sponsor an annual workshop in Stage Combat.

4.02

The National Workshop Coordinator will be selected by the Executive Committee.
a) The Coordinator will recommend the site and instructors to the Executive Committee.
b) The Coordinator will oversee the publicity for the workshop nationally.

4.03

An Actor/Combatant Fight Test will be given at the National Stage Combat Workshop.

5.00 Journal
5.01

The Society will publish a journal on fight choreography and related fields three times a year. The
journal is entitled The Fight Master.

5.02

All members in good standing will receive a copy of the journal.

5.03

Education institutions and libraries may subscribe to the journal through the Faxon Company
Inc., 15 Southwest Park, Westwood, Mass. 02090.

5.04

An editor for the journal will be selected by the Executive Committee.

6.00 Officers and Duties
6.01 The President
a) Shall serve as the executive head of the Society.
b) Shall preside over all meetings of the Society.
c) Shall keep in close contact with all the members of the Society.
d) Shall accept all letters of import addressed to the Society other than membership applications.
e) Shall counsel and accept counsel from the Vice President and Secretary-Treasurer.
f) Shall promote the Society through public relations whenever possible.
6.02 Vice President
a) Shall chair any meetings not attended by the President.
b) Shall abide by the advice given him by the President.
c) Shall give advice to the President when necessary ..
d) Shall oversee applications for change in status.
e) Shall take over the duties of the president until a new one can be appointed in the case of
termination.
6.03 Secretary
a) Shall be responsible for the dissemination of information either publicly or within the Society.
b) Shall be responsible for accepting new applications.
c) Shall be responsible for allocating the bylaws,joumal and membership cards to new members .
d) Shall be responsible for transfer of fees to the Treasurer and transfer of membership data to
both the Treasurer and the Editor of The Fight Master.
e) Shall relieve the Vice President if the latter terminates his position or if he vacates his position
to assume the presidency until such time as a new Vice President can be designated .
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Treasurer
a) Shall be responsible for the financial solvency of the Society.
b) Shall collect all fees and annual dues.
c) Shall collect all advertising fees owed to the Society.
d) Shall collect all workshop revenue owed to the Society.
e) Shall collect all certification fees owed.
f) Shall collect all revenue form the rental of Society equipment and the sale of T-shirts, pins and
badges.
g) Shall pay for the production of The Fight Master.
f) Shall pay all bills incurred by the Society.

Rei

Ca,~11('8
Cc("nia{ Jlrmour

~=<=======-... The SOURCE for historic
steel weaponry.
106 Lynn brook, Eugene, OR 97404
Phone: ( 503) 688-0607
Before 10 A.M. or after 5 P.M.
-l~SWORDS
-lcDAGGERS
-i, ACCESSORIES
·:l-POLEARMS
-:~ ARMOR
-l:•SPECIAL EFFECTS
WEAPONRY
-lcfIREARMS

*LARGEST SELECTION
IN THE U.S. (over
60 sword styles
offered in catalog)
*HANDMADE STEEL
WEAPONRY
*COMBAT QUALITY
*WHOLESALE TO SAFD /
SCFD MEMBERS
*SALES AND RENTALS

Send $1 . for complete catalog.
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HAMLET at The lntiman in Seattle
A round of applause is in order for
Geoffrey Alm. Within less than one year of
certification as a teacher/choreographer, he very
successfully choreographed the 1989 production
of Hamlet at The Intiman in Seattle, Washington.
It was a fresh and exciting fight. Similar to an
impending storm, we could feel the energy and
sense the danger to come. Then, like thunder and
lightning,we were engaged in the battle of naturethe battle of man. This sharp sense of danger and
strife was heightened through the angular images
of the combatants, Hamlet (Scott MacDonald)
and Laertes (Kerry Skalsky). The audience,
myself included, was swept into the conflict.
Then like the calm after the storm, there was a
feeling of emptiness. Death. Needless to say, the
choreography was well executed. Congratulations to Geoff!!
Julianne Mazziotti
TWELFTH NIGHT at the Georgia
Shakespeare Festival
The art-nouveau production at the Georgia Shakespeare Festival in Atlanta, directed by
David Leong, was lavish to say the least. The
marvelous, organic, lush pastoral atmosphere of
the set, in a large tent pavillion, was reminiscent
of a Shakespearean stage with its upper stage and
inner below.
The fight between Yiola(Stephanie Kallos) and Agucheek (Lane Anderson) had the
traditional shoving, prompting and encouragment of Sir Toby and Fabian. The swept hilt
rapiers, while wrong for the period, seemed right
for the design-look of the show. During the fight
with its big broad moves, Viola and Agucheek
managed to entangle the hilts of their swords and
continued to entangle themselves even further as
they tried to get free The big climax to the fight

came with Antonio's entrance, which found the
two combatants struggling to disengage their
sword hilts from between Agucheek' s legs which
nearly brought the house down with laughter.
The broad physical humor of the staging
of this production lent some new insights to some
very familiar lines. David Leong achieved some
delightful character development in this production and the actors had fun with it, as did the
audience. But the broad farcical humor of this
production was not in keeping with the elegant
lines and curves of the art nouveau set, nor were
the costumes with their bold geometric patterns
fitting for the art nouveau period.
Linda McCollum

THE RITES OF ROMEO AND JULIET in
Cincinnati
This adaptation of Romeo and
Juliet,directed by Michael Hankins at the Ensemble Theatre of Cincinnati, takes place after
the nuclear destruction, a sort of "Mad Max"
version of the classic tale. Two feuding families
come to a sacred site to enact the ritual of Romeo
and Juliet and to purge their families of the
bloodshed between them. While the concept was
intriguing the execution of that concept had some
blatant inconsistencies.
Using acastof three women(Juliet, Nurse/
Priestess, Magician/Friar) and six men (Romeo,
Mercutio. Capulet, Tybalt, Montague, Paris), this
production recreated the story with bold cuts.
While the leads were seemingly miscast as to
type, on reflection this was appropriate for the
ritual/sacrifice of the two children from the opposing families.
Drew Fracher, assistant director and fight
choreographer, used found objects as weapons in
this production. Some were identifiable, others
were not. There was a sense of danger, of impending destruction and annihilation. Blood
flowed profusely (even into the audience). Some
moves were too smooth, too choreographed in
execution to be consistent with the primitive,
animal-like environment in which the action took
place. There was, however, a marvelous moment
when Tybalt hung on the edge of the upper
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platform swinging and shrieking gleefully like a
monkey as he watched Capulet and Montague
fight.
There was some confusion at the beginning as the heads of the rival families spoke the
lines of their servants, and it took a moment for
the audience to identify the cast of characters
since lines were given to other than the traditional
roles.
There was a drowning, strangulation,
garroting.and a throat slitting. The irony of this
production was that while the audience watched
a production where signs in the lobby reminded
them of the extreme violence that was involved in
the production, a real-life knifing occurred outside the theatre.
Linda McCollum

MACBETH at Cedar City
David Boushey's fight choreography for
Macbeth at the annual Shakespearean Festival in
Cedar City was good. Unfortunately, it was not
performed well. The moves were sloppy, the
pace too fast, and intention had practically vanished. I assume that the primary fault for these
consequences should lay on the company's fight
captain and the combatants. I have some knowledge of how Maestro Boushey choreographs, and
he would not have stood for what I saw ,had he
been there.
Some of the participants in the fights had
been certified and had done little to no stage
fighting at all. They moved with the awkwardness of having only handled a broadsword for a
week or two. Now, this did not stop them from
making a very tragic error in usage: fast is better.
The fights went out of control at times. They had
sped up the fight to such an incredible pace that
the audience could not entirely see what was
going on. A broadsword is not a weapon of speed,
as the smallsword or rapier, but a weapon of
might, a manly weapon.
The lack of previous experience, as well
as their disregard for intention on the use of the
broadsword, were Macbeth's and Banquo' s major
downfall. Their parries were high and unmotivated, and they didn't sell the fight as well as they
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should have. They were also not in control. If
Macbeth had missed one of several shoulder cuts
he would have lost his head, as MacDuff' s cuts
had come well up to eye level.
Safety had left the fight with accuracy
slurring away with every improper parry and
bind. Several times I feared for the safety of the
audience in the first rows (I, having a front row
balcony seat, was safe). At the speeds they were
attaining and with the lack of control, I was
fearful of a sword flying out of a combatant's
hand on several one handed shoulder cuts that
were beat parried downstage. To understand this
more fully, the height of the stage is two feet, the
distance to the front row two and a half to three
feet, and a good portion of the fight was done right
on the edge of the stage with blades well extended
over the edge.
I found something else rather surprising.
While strolling the campus grounds I stumbled
across the morning fight call for Macbeth. I sat
and watched as combatants changed the choreography. I found this awkward for what they
changed was working well- a dagger stab to the
back of Lady MacDuff which they changed to a
move that I'm not sure what it did, other than
cause the lady to scream and die.
Despite what I have said, I found it a
worthwhile show. The blood and gore were
wonderful as were many of the other small fights
in the final battle. The death of Mac beth was
beautiful with MacDuff getting the thrust into
Macbeth's abdomen and Macbeth pulling it into
himself when he was finally assured of the inevitable. I would have recommended this show to
anyone and found the ticket price of twelve dollars to be worthwhile.
To conclude, being a certified actor/
combatant by the Society is of tremendous value.
The mistakes made in the fights could easily have
been avoided if only they had the proper previous
training.
Brad Hughes

A KNIGHT AT THE FIGHTS
A Knight at the Fights was presented by
the Society of American Fight Directors and the
Department of Theatre Arts at UNL Von August
4th. The fights scenes were broken down into
eighteen different segments which were well
organized for the audience by the Master of the
Revels, Tim Carryer. Some scenes existed as a
whole while others told a story over a course of
four or five acts. Some did not hold your attention
while others left you on the edge of your seat.
"Quest for the Egg" by Paul Dennhardt
and Delia Ford was a cute idea about two sperms
fighting over who would fertilize an egg (one
holding the male Y chromosome, the other the
fem ale X). The idea was clever but their voices
did not carry well, and it was difficult to hear
them. The execution of the fight scene was
sloppy and slow. Perhaps it was the timing,
because they seemed to be ready for each other's
hits, slaps, punches, stabs and slashes rather than
surprised by them. It was fun at the beginning but
was like walking through mud for the remainder
of the act.
"Crime Doesn't Pay" by Jim Sheerin and
Jonathan Scott was well-rounded. Their one act
story was about two thieves in a museum who
decide to play with the ancient weaponry. The
weapons magically turn them into ancient warriors. The pace was fast, their voices carried well,
and there was humor throughout the act. The two
actors were dressed entirely in black, like thieves
of the night. Their technique of fighting with
different weapons was wonderful. The moves
were quick and accurate as well as their reactions
and responses of pain and surprise.
"The Adventures of Binky Glizade" by
the Journeymen was divided into six smaller
melcx:iramatic scenes spread throughout the evening. Tim Carryer narrated the story of two men
(Robert Tuftee as the ineffectual Parry Riposte
and David Doersch as the pipe smoking Baron
Hall) in love with Binky (Rose Hauer), who gets
captured by two villains (k. Jenny Jones as the
beautiful and villainous Balestra and Michael
Chin as some unpronounceable oriental name).
Their voices carried well, unlike their story-line

which became very confusing without a real
focus. It was unclear why the villains were
wasting their time with the Binky character. One
scene especially caught the audience's attention.
When Binky fought the villains with a broadsword which had a very heavy blade, she had to
use the sword in odd unorthodox ways to fight
since the sword was nearly impossible to lift.
"The Weapon of the Day" by Dan Kucan
and Ian Pugh was incredible. The story was
divided into four acts, each about two immortal
warriors fighting in different periods of time with
the weapon of the time. Only one of the characters spoke, and when he did he performed as the
narrator. The shadowy lighting suggested a forest or cave. Their story made sense, was informative and entertaining. These fights were executed
in a serious manner while the other fights aimed
towards humor. Their fights were so concentrated and realistic that I caught myself gasping.
They also seemed to go a step farther by creating
the illusion of actually stabbing each other. Their
reactions and timing to each other seemed perfect. Dan Kucan and Ian Pugh's perfonnance
deserved a standing ovation.
A Knight at the Fights was a unique
evening. The fight scenes grabbed your full
attention and made you question whether it was
real or not. The production attempted to display
fight techniques for the stage as well as the use of
safety. Overall, the scenes were successful and
well done, and I would definitely come again.
Touche!
Nicole Lord
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I would also like to give my personal
response to the letter Robert Scranton wrote to
you regarding the expansion of workshops into
"Short Regional Clinics." The Fight Master and
the National Stage Combat Workshop are two
very notable areas where we continue to foster
growth as safe, creative, actor/combatants, teachers and choreographers. The Fight Master
contains a wealth of information in every issue:
"Sound of Violence," "Notes from Elizabethan
Swordplay Master," plus, exciting Society News
and Reviews!! The Workshop provides us with
the opportunities to experience working with
Masters, teachers and fellow actor/combatants as
well as increasing our skills!!! The 1989 National
Workshop marks the largest attendance ever.
This is very exciting news. Clearly, the SAFD
reputation is reaching new heights along with its
membership! With all of this in mind, I personally feel it is essential to our aim "to serve the
entertainment industry by promoting the aesthetics and safety of well-conceived fight choreography" by cultivating more opportunities within the
Society.
Short Regional Clinics would enable
members to work and interact with one another
more frequently through-out the year, where we
may otherwise be unable to attend the National
Workshop. I realize a "workshop entails a great
deal of time, effort, planning and cost. To this
end, I would like to suggest a Questionnaire
encompassing regional interest, possible dates/
locations, and Coordinator participant(s). As we
each continue to practice, research, rehearse, and
perform, we will grow. It is my hope that through
additional opportunities like the Clinics, we can
do this together as well!
Sincerely,
Julianne Mazziotti
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In his review of Angel City and Coriolanus in the Winter '89 issue of FM, Tony
Soper(who is to be otherwise commended for his
substantial and ongoing contributions to the journal), makes confusing and incorrect use of some
psuedo-Japanese terminology .... Samurai is the
one most misunderstood word currently to be
found in the English language. It is a Japanese
pronunciation of a Chinese character which means
something very close to "servant." The Japanese
warrior is correctly referred to in Japanese as
hfilhi (.ill!= war or warfare, filli = an accomplished
person or a gentleman or woman). The warrior
class is referred to as ~ or "warrior families"
and was culturally set against the~ or "courtly
families." Ninja are inventions of the American
film industry. Actual ninja ("stealers in," is the
written character is a representation of a dagger
held over a heart), had no recognizable garb since
their sole profession was espionage and assasination and they needed to blend into their environs.
Some Ql!fil1.i trained in ninjutsu, mostly as a sort of
counter-terrorism discipline.
In kabuki swordplay sometimes blades
do meet, contrary to Soper's assertion. In actual
Japanese swordplay this is seldom the casemodem kendo notwithstanding. Body displacement was the classical warrior's primary defensive tactic while attack and defense were (much
as in Capo Ferro's Europe) considered to be one
and the same (kobo-ichi). Furthermore,
Soper mixes his comparisons of Ninja movie,
kabuki, and noh and then sprinkles on a reference
to "certain Tai Chi(check your use of capitalization Tony) sword dances." These fights cannot
be like all of these things because all of the
compared elements are so very different. Soper
seems to wish to suggest that the fight scene in
question held a kind of Japanese aesthetic, but if
it is like a ninja movie, how is it; if like a kabuki
play, how; if like a noh play, how; if like tai chi

chu' an, how is i1 like i1? The fight may have
indeed "evoked" (do you mean, "invoked"?) all
of these styles of movement bu Soper has failed
to make it clear exactly how.
Tai Kata (again, bad capitalization) is a
meaningless phrase. A kendo match is called a
shiai in Japanese. Tai kata would literally mean
"great form and kru,a, or prearranged training
forms found in literally all Japanese art, has little
connection to the beginning of a modem ~
match, which is far from "ritualized." If Soper
means the "Great Japaense Sword Way Forms"
or Dai Nippon Kendo Kata he does have a more
sound comparison in mind.
Soper writes that "Shepard indicates the
kill as a thrust under the upstage arm. Alm
executes it with a more appropriate cut." It is a
common misunderstanding that Japanese swordplay relies exclusively on cuts. This is not so. The
point of a Japanese sword is specifically designed
for strong thrusting---especially through armor.
Having received such a thrust through the hand,
I can declare it to be qqutie effective. So, thrusting is just as appropriate in Japaense fencing as in
European.
Tony Soper is not the only one guilty of
such gaffs. I myself have proven again and again
to be all too fallible. Yet, and this is the real point
of my letter, we cannot afford to be careless in
terminology ..... We do, after all, need to establish
and maintain a tacit logic of historical thought
above and beyond and supporting the practical
work we do. Thinking and writing about our art
thus becomes an avenue of communication outside the SAFD circle and a vehicle for scholarly
and professional respect and authority .
Sincerely,
Robert W. Dillon, Jr.

There have been a number of inquiries concerning the adaptation of The Three Musketeers that
was reviewed in the Spring 1989 issue by David
Woolley.
This version by William Martin
adapts the entire novel in a cinematic way making
it much more than a fast paced fight show. Mr.
Martin's adaptation was first done at the Heritage

Repertory at the University of Virginia with Joseph
Martinez choreographing the fights. The second
production of this script was Dr. Robin
McFarquhar's at Champaign-Urbana. For further information you may contact William Martin at 222 W. 83rd St. Apt. 4B,, New York, NY
10024.

Although I found T.J. Glenn's article
"How to Teach Stage Combat to Martial Artists"
in the Spring 1989 issue somewhat interesting,
for the most part I thought it was quite insulting.
Mr. Glenn would have us believe that
anyone even slightly proficient in martial arts is:
1) too macho and unyielding to pick up
fight choreography.
2) too set in his ways (physically) to pick
up fight choreography.
3) just too stupid to pick up fight choreography.
4) enjoys hitting and being hit too much to
want to pick up fight
choreography.
It's unfortunate that Mr. Glenn was subjected to such clods at his callback auditions. I
hope he made the jerk pay for the broken fluorescent light. But to write such a condescending
article and to portray people who study martial
arts as people with low comprehension levels is a
gross misjustice.
Martial artists are some of the most coordinated and intelligent people you can work with.
In the most recent National Stage Combat Workshop this past summer there were at least four
"belted" artists--one of whom won the coveted
Paddy Crean Award. So, what does that tell you,
Mr. Glenn.
In your article you also perpetuate the
notions that martial artists have to be talked down
to, pampered and tricked into thinking in order to
achieve results. Have them think they're performing a kata-Give Me a Break!!!
Just give people choreography, tell them
it's choreography and then have them work on it.
Don't patronize people. It's not appreciated .
Michael G. Chin
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CERTIFICATIONS
Editor's Note: The following certification for New York
University is being reprinted from the Spring 1989 issue
due to an error in identifying the instructor, 1. David
Brimmer. We apologize for the mistake and truly regret the
error.

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
This was the second year of Fight Adjudication at New York University. It is good that this
highly regarded institution is finally recognizing
the need to test their acting students against the
national average. We hope they expand the
current program. The students perforrned scenes
from Julius Caesar, Space Patrol and a hilarious version of Agamemnon and Clytemnestra
with original dialogue in rhymed iambic pentameter. This won "Best Scene," as the actors
were very committed to the text and the technique. Though there were no recommendations
and one failure, these students did well for a short
program of training.
Those passing in Rapier and Dagger,
Unarmed and Broadsword on May 15th were:
Elizabeth Larson
Eric Brown
Tanya Leshko
Garrett Lowe
Mark Lesley
Instructor: J. David Brimmer
Adjudicator: J. Allen Suddeth.
CORNISH INSTITUTE
I recently adjudicated the theatre students
at Comish Institute in Seattle where fourteen
candidates took the fight test. Of the fourteen,
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twelve passed with four achieving recommendations. It was a very strong group of combatants
and it was evident once more that Robert Macdougal had his troops in great fighting shape. Two of
the couples passed with recommendations in all
four areas while the other couple passed in four
areas with recommendations in three. I still
remain hesitant about going for four areas of
expertise but in this case they made it although
they were absolutely "spent" by the end! It was
obvious that all who passed had worked hard.
Kudos once more to "Mac" for a teaching/training job well done.
Th following people passed the test in
Unarmed, Rapier and Dagger and Broadsword
with two including Quarterstaff.
Recommended :
Peter Krogh

Rapier/Dagger
Unarmed
Broadsword
Quarterstaff
Christopher San Nicholas
Rapier/Dagger
Unarmed
Broadsword
Quarterstaff
Marcus Hogan Rapier/Dagger
Unarmed
Quarterstaff
Passed:
Broadsword
Jeff Hempel Rapier/Dagger
Unarmed
Quarterstaff
Passed:
Broadsword
Pa~d:
Brett Baker
Jose Gonzales
Cassandra Penner
Maria Lodahl
Paul Brown
Shanda Veatch
Kathleen Reilly
Jan Cunningham

Instructor: Robert Macdougal
Adjudicator: David Boushey

WRIGHT STATE
On Thrusday afternoon, May 25th, I had
the pleasure of adjudicating students of Certified
Teacher, Mark Olsen. The students tested in
Unarmed, Rapier and Dagger and Smallsword
and for the most part handled the complex choreography qutie well. All of the scenes were quite
good, not too long, and full of interesting choices.
Of particular note was Jane Hajduk whose technique and acting of the fight were spotless. A fine
showing once again for Mark and the Wright
Stage program. Those that passed were:

Recommended:
Jane Hajduk Rapier and Dagger
Unarmed
Small sword
Tim Brown
Unarmed
Passed:
Rapier and Dagger
Smalls word
Dave Richard Unarmed
Passed:
Rapier and dagger
Smalls word
Passed:
Colleen Martin
Alan Picardi
Tim Brown
Jim Dubensky
William Fulmer
Kelly Clark
Katrina Cost
Certified Teacher: Mark Olsen
Adjudicator: Drew Fracher

COLUMBIA COLLEGE OF CHICAGO
I am very pleased to see that the Columbia
College of Chicago is expanding their stage
combat program and congratulations go to David
Woolley for setting up an excellent training program.
Here are the results of his June 3rd Fight
Test. The following people have been certified as
actor/combatants in Rapier and Dagger, Unarmed
and Smallsword.
Stephanie Repin

Reggie Jackson
David Abzug
Ellie Anderson
Michelle Petkus
David Skvarla
Jon Nessel
Brian Winters
Tom Robb
Certified Teacher: David Woolley
Adjudicator: Richard Raether

1989 NATIONAL STAGE COMBAT
WORKSHOP
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
The following passed the Fight Test at UNL V
August 3-4, 1989. The test was adjudicated by
Erik Fredricksen, David Boushey, David Leong,
Joseph Martinez, Allen Suddeth, Chris Villa, J.
R. Beardsley, and Drew Fracher.
Eric Oram

Rapier and Dagger
Unarmed
Quarterstaff

Delia Ford

Rapier and Dagger
Unarmed
Small sword

Paul Dennhardt
Rapier and Dagger
Unarmed
Smallsword
David Engel
Recommended:
Rapier and Dagger
Unarmed
Quarterstaff
Ann Tsuji
Recommended
Rapier and Dagger
Unarmed
Quarterstaff
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James Sheerin
Rapier and Dagger
Unarmed
Smalls word
Broadsword

Steven Elias son
Rapier and Dagger
Unarmed
Broadsword
Jeremy Hornik
Rapier and Dagger
Unarmed
Broadsword

Jonathan Scott
Rapier and Dagger
Unarmed
Smallsowrd
Broadsword
Alan Bird

Jeff Coussens
Rapier and Dagger
Unarmed
Broadsword

Rapier and Dagger
Unarmed
Broadsword
Jim McClellan

Rapier and Dagger
Unarmed
Broadsword

Wendy Young
Rapier and Dagger
Unarmed
Broadsword
Joe Price
Thom Delventhal
Rapier and Dagger
Unarmed
Quarterstaff
Erica Bilder

Rapier and Dagger
Unarmed
Quarterstaff

Dan Kucan
Recommended
Rapier and Dagger
Unarmed
Smallsword
Quarterstaff
Ian Pugh
Recommended
Rapier and Dagger
Unarmed
Smallsword
Quarterstaff
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Rapier and Dagger
Unarmed
Broadword

Peter Fitzkee
Rapier and Dagger
Unarmed
Broadsword
Stephanie Repin
Rapier and Dagger
Unarmed
Quarterstaff
Lawrence Woodhouse
Rapier and Dagger
Unarmed
Quarterstaff

LEGEND OF DANIEL BOONE
On Tuesday, August 22 I witnessed the
first class of students taught by Randy Bailey,
who is the Fight Captain for The Legend of
Daniel Boone this season. I am happy to report
that we have another fine instructor on the way
and I congratulate Randy on a fine first time out.
I also tip my hat to the folks at Boone for continuing one of the only training programs to be
offered by a summer theatre in the country. In all,
eight students passed. They were:
Erin Day
Shannon Christy
James Minter
Carl Rivord
Les Borsey
Connie Kowalski
Reid Draper
Jim Gall
Instructor: Randy Bailey
Adjudicator: Drew Fracher
WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY
On April 29, 1989, I had the pleasure of
adjudicating Susan Vagedes Eviston's students
at West Virginia University in Morgantown. I
was thoroughly delighted with the quality of the
seven combatants and their imaginative scenes.
of particular interest was the smallsword
fight choregraphed by Mrs. Eviston for a scene
entitled "A 'Major' Fight." Susan's choreography was at times inspired and evidenced an excellent grasp of logic and flow with that most difficult weapon. Her work with Master Crean has
certainly left a mark on Susan's sense of style and
panache! If I were to criticize anything at all, it
was that the fight tended to be a bit long. There
are many of us who suffer from an over zealous
tendency to become choreographically longwinded.
All seven students passed the Actor/
Combatant Fight Test. They are in order of
appearance:

Ann Hussey
Unarmed
Rapier and Dagger
Smallsword
Kim Abbot
Unarmed
Rapier and Dagger
Smallsword
Harold Forman
Unarmed
Rapier and Dagger
Quarterstaff
Jennifer Chapman
Unarmed
Rapier and Dagger
Quarterstaff
Kevin Long
Unarmed
Rapier and Dagger
Quarterstaff
Kirsten Trump
Unarmed
Rapier and Dagger
Quarterstaff
Kelly Kimble
Unarmed
Rapier and Dagger
Quarterstaff
Certified Teacher: Susan Eviston
Adjudicator: J. D. Martinez
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CHANGE OF ADDRESS
Steve Bunch
4712 Olive Branch Road #407
Orlando, Florida 32811-7247

Jeni Breen,Actor!Combatant
484 W. 43 St. #26 C
New York, New York 10036

Dr. Robert W. Dillon, Jr.
1745 Northwoods Court,
Cape Girardeau, MO 63701

Duane Brown,Friend
Rt 5 Box 192
Emporia, KS 5580 I

Rhett Johnsf'n
2917 Count v Lane
Kennesaw, Georgia 30144

Rick Crabtree, Friend
5825 SW 128th St.
Miami FL 33156

Brad J. Mead
5435 S E Woodhaven
Milwaukie, Oregon 97222

Thom Delventha1,Actor,/Combatant
6319 Stanton Ave.
Pittsburgh, PA 15206

Dr. Raphael F. Miller
Department of Theater
Georgia State University
University Plaza
Atlanta, Georgia 30303

David Drobot,Friend
207 D Presidential Drive
Greenville, Delaware 19807

Gregg Rochman
305 W. 74th St. #5A
New York, New York 10023
Tony Soper
4834 15 Ave. So
Seattle WA 98108
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Eileen Dyer,Friend
88 Harris St.
Patchogue, New York, 11772
Tibor Egervari, Friend
University of Ottawa
135 Seraphin Marion
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada K 1N 6N5

NEW MEMBERS

Stephen Eliasson,Actor!Combatant
7948 Gannon Avenue
St. Louis, MO 63130

Jack Abbott, Friend
1212 Avenida del Sol #622
Durango, CO 81301

David Engel, Actor/Combatant
5633 N. Kenmore #82
Chicago, IL 60660

Kevin Barratt,Friend
354 N. 43rd St.
Omaha, Nebraska 68131

Julia Fischer.Friend
2515 Franklin Ave W
Minneapolis, MN 55405

Alan Bird,Friend
1080 W. Ellendale
Dallas, Oregon 97338

Peter Fitzkee, Actor/Combatant
1841 Sanford St.
Philadelphia, PA 19116

John Flynn, Friend
3838 Vinton #212
Culver City, CA 90232

Dan Kucan, Actor/Combatant
6220Edna
Las Vegas, Nevada 89102

Delia Ford,Actor!Combatant
3064 Wellington Ct.
Atlanta, Georgia 30339

Richard Kuranda, Friend
R.D. 1 Box 1107
Carbondale, PA 18497

Elizabeth Greenman, Friend
5329 Castlewood Road
Dallas, TX 75229

Brent Langdon,Friend
2602 Meadow Road
Louisville, KY 40205

Robert Hart,Friend
143112thSt.
Lewiston, Idaho 83501

Phillip Lester,Friend
1790 West Wind Way
McLean, Vrrginia 22102

Jyl Hewston, Friend
1520 Union St.
Arcata, CA 95521

Jim McCiellan,Actor!Combatant
777 NE 62nd St. #C-101
Miami, FL 33138

Paula Homer,Friend
Box 11056 ASU
San Angelo, TX 76909

Roland Meyer,Friend
415 N. Valley
Barrington, IL 60010

Jeremy Hornik, Actor/Combatant
59 Carriage Road
Amherst, MA O1002

Doug Miller, Friend
22458 De Kalb Drive
Woodland Hills, CA 91364

Ron Hubbard,Friend
3203 Van Hwy
Tyler, TX 75702

Michael Monsey,Friend
2166 Tower Grove 3N
St. Louis, MO 63110

Stephen D. Hyers, Friend
3901 Glen Bluff Road
Louisville, KY 40222

Daniel Montano,Friend
58 Rose Ct
Eatontown, NJ 07724

Rick Johnson, Friend
950 14th St. #2
Arcata, CA 95521

Michael Morenam,Friend
4204 Bellingham
Studio City, CA 91604

Jeff Kean, Friend
1 Ivy Bldg
Penn State Univ
Altoona, PA 16601

Lisa Marie Nakamura, Friend
108000 55th Ave S.
Seattle, WA 98178
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Jim Nelson, Friend
143 Warner St.
Cincinnati, Ohio 45219

Jonathan Scott, Actor/Combatant
40 Clayton
San Francisco, CA 94117

Richard Nichols, Friend
1468 Harris St.
State College, PA 16803

James Sheerin, Actor/Combatant
47-57 44th St.
Woodside, New York 11377

Eric Oram, Actor/Combatant
5512 Avenida Caballo
Las Vegas, Nevada 89108

Rick Skene, Friend
27 Deer Lodge Place
Winnipeg, Manitoba Canada R3J-2B6

Kaz Piesowocki, Friend
University of Victoria
Victoria, British Columbia, Canada V8W 2Y2

Rick Skvarla, Friend
77 Green Valley Drive
Naperville, IL 60540

Joe Price, Friend
4650 Amesbury Drive Apt 105
Dallas, TX 75206

Rex Totty, Friend
2908 Morningside Drive
Tallahassee, FL 32301

Ian Pugh, Actor/Combatant
413 Pontius Circle
Las Vegas, Nevada 89107

Cary Walker, Friend
K.C. #57 1100 Broadway
Kilgore, TZ 75662

Robert Ray, Friend
Route 1 Box 1130
Ellijay, GA 30540

Fred Weiss, Friend
2346 Oswego St.
Binghamton, New York 13903

Stephanie Repin, Actor/Combatant
8010 W. Gregory
Norwood Park, TWP IL 60656

Jamie Wheatley, Friend
562 Heather Lane
Grosse Point Woods, MI 48236

Tom Robb, Actor/Combatant
1332 West Norwood
Chicago, Illinois 60660

Lawrence Woodhouse, Actor/Combatant
243 Midtown Plaza, Suite 256
Rochester, New York 14604

James Robinson, Friend
935 Blvd, East Apt.
Weehawken, NJ 07087

Wendy Ann Young.Actor/Combatant
1645 Brightside Lane #201
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70808

Allen Ross, Friend
135 Seford
San Antonio, Texas, 78209
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Rod Casteel and his assistant, Larry Miligan
fashioned custom weaponry for two New York
City Opera productions: The New Moon and
Rigoletto, both of which aired on PBS television.
Other recent projects include: The Three Musketeers at the Stratford Festival (Ontario, Canada) and Absolute Theatre (Chicago); Hamlet at
the University of Texas at Austin and Charlotte
Shakespeare Festival; Romeo and Juliet at
Charlotte Shakespeare Festival, North Carolina
Shakespeare Festival, Ensemble Studio Theatre
(Los Angeles), and University of North Carolina
at Greensboro; Macbeth at Utah Shakespearean
Festival and James Madison University; Richard III at Brigham Young University (Utah));
Kidnapped at Young Peoples' Theatre (Toronto);
Les Liaisons Dangereuses at Seattle Repertory
Theatre; Henry IV (Part I) at Dartmouth College and Manticore Theatre (New York); "Cold
Iron" a "sword and sorcery" motion picture
(Canada). Current projects: Don Giovanni at
New York City Opera (Their PBS telecast for this
season) and Pennsylvania Opera Theatre; Hamlet at Kentucky Shakespeare Festival; Romeo
and Juliet at the Old Globe Theatre and University of Nebraska; and, the Minnesota Renaissance Festival. In addition to all of this, Rod is
very busy with a great many personal orders by
SAFD/SCFD members. He says "Lead time IS a
very good idea."

Funds for this swashbuckling adventure were
provided by a Completion Grant from The University of the Arts in Philadelphia where Charles
teaches stage combat and competitive fencing.
After leaving Stratford, Charles traveled to the
Shaw Festival in Niagara-on-the-Lake, Ontario,
where he taught a stage combat workshop in the
Festival's Academy. Earlier in July, Charles
taught stage combat for the seventh consecutive
year at the New Jersey Governor's School of the
Arts and for the first time at the Pennsylvania
Governor's School of the Arts.

Drew Fracher has had a busy summer beginning
with directing The Legend of Daniel Boone in
Harrodsburg, Kentucky. He staged fights for
Kentucky Shakespeare Festival's Hamlet in early
June. After that he traveled to Hawaii to teach
workshops in Unarmed Combat forthe Mid Pacific
Institute Summer sessions. From there he went to
Las Vegas to teach Smallsword at the National
Workshop and he is now home preparing stage
fights for productions at Actor's Theatre of
Louisville, Cincinnati Playhouse in the Park and
the George Street Playhouse, all during the month
of September.
Colleen Kelly choreographed the fights in
Macbeth for Barry Kyle, Artistic Director of the
Royal Shakespeare Company, in Baton Rouge
this Spring.

Charles Conwell and one of his students, Josh
Batt, studied rapier and dagger fencing with Paddy
Crean in Stratford, Ontario for three days in July.
Under Paddy's supervision, Charles and Josh
recreated the fencing match in Hamlet. Paddy
choreographed this fight for John Gielgud in
1945 and for Alec Guinness in 1951. Paddy, who
is seventy eight years old has just finished his
second book, I Owe It To You, Errol Flynn.
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NOMINATIONS FOR OFFICE
All SAFD members were sent a letter from President Joseph Martinez urging them to make their
nominations for President and Vice President. Nominations were to be sent to me as Secretary{freasurer.
At the same time, Joseph made his own nominations: J. Allen Suddeth for President and David Leong
for Vice President.
I got a huge response from members overwhelmingly seconding Suddeth and Leong. Drew
Fracher also was nominated for both President and a repeat term as Vice President.
After considering both his schedule and duties as Workshop Coordinator, David Leong has
declined the nomination. Drew Fracher also declined to run for President, but accepted the nomination
for Vice President. So, final nominations come down to Allen and Drew running unopposed.,
Any member may, of course, vote for a write-in candidate (why didn't you write in your
nomination?). Election are definitely being held, so send your ballots in now to the Secretary{freasurer
by November 15th.
Richard Raether
1834 Camp Avenue
Rockford, Illinois 61103
CANDIDATES' STATEMENTS
CANDIDATE FOR PRESIDENT
I am honored to be nominated for the office of President of the Society of American Fight Directors. I
have been a member since the late seventies, having been inspired to join by Mr. Erik Fredricksen. I
believed then, as I do now, that the Society is only what the individuals want to make it, and I have tried
to give my all through the years. If elected President, I will continue to do so. I know that we have come
a long way, and that we are just finding our pace, and that we will grow into the nineteen nineties and
beyond.
There are many things that I see in the Society's future, things that I pledge to work on, and know
with your help, we can achieve. First, we must exploit our non-profit status through grants and hopefully
corporate sponsorship. We need more and better equipment for the National Workshop; communications equipment in the form of computers and phone lines; regional workshops; and perhaps
scholarships. We also need funds to buy advertising to promote the Society's name. Let's face it, we
need a bigger profile nationally. Too many of us still hear,"The Society of Who? What?" I am very
impressed with the quality of instruction at the National Workshops, and we must keep these standards
high. The Teacher Training Program is also very important, and I have met all the "Certified" Teachers.
They are a very talented group. But this is not enough. We need to offer more training at the national
level, and to that end, we are instituting a new Advanced Actor's Combat Workshop which will begin
next year in Las Vegas. Lastly, I think that we need to continue to be active in the unions, AEA, AFfRA
and SAG, in order to keep safety standards high, and to get paid what we are worth for the (wonderful)
and dangerous work that we do.
Finally, I believe that the art of stage combat has never in history been at such a highly developed
state. We are currently the state of the art, and what is very exciting to me is that this is a growing an.
Each year I meet more and more people who are performing, choreographing, doing research, studying
furiously, writing articles, in short, who are involved, excited, and committed to this work. Let's keep
this fire hot into the nineties. I am proud to be a part of it.
J. Allen Suddeth
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CANDIDATE FOR VICE PRESIDENT
Well, my friends, I find myself re-nominated to run as your Vice President for another term. I am honored
to accept this nomination, and I pledge to you that I will do my best to continue to serve the SAFD to
the best of my abilities. With 1990 approaching and the renewal of certifications starting up, I feel as
though the position of Vice President is becoming very important. I pledge to make this process as easy
and painless as possible. Again I offer to be your contact between the membership at large and the
officers, and I will strive to keep those lines of communication open and flowing.
Another thing I am anxious to do is to help develop our Board of Directors and to formulate a board that
will work for us and support us as we move forward into the nineties. I think our Presidential nominee
is a terrific choice, and I support his ideals and dreams as if they were my own. Between the new
Secretary/freasurer and us, I think the team is strong, and I look forward to the changes that the coming
years will bring us. Again, thank you for your continued support. I won't let you down.
Drew Fracher
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The Official T-Shirt of the
Society of American Fight Directors

Comes in biege
Depicting the
Ha I/ Hots pure
fight in
Henry IV

Sizes: sma II
medium
large
x-large

S

9.00

(includes mailing) ORDER YOURS NOW!
4720 - 38th N. E .
Seattle, Washington 98105

S.A.F.D. OFFICIAL
AND PIN
NOW AVAILABLE
BADGE - 3 x 3'' $6.00
PIN- t-11 x

tX.

11

$10.00

<includes postage>
Each badge and pin is a
combination of silver, black,
gold, and white colors.

ORDER FROM:
S.A.F. D . 4720 -asth N .E . SEATTLE ,
WASHINGTON 98105
.,
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BADGE

FIGHT MASTERS
Joseph Martinez, President
P.O. Box 1053
Lexington, Virginia 24450
(703) 463-6837
Drew Fracher, Vice President
Abiding Grace Farm
780 Bushtown Road
Harrodsburg, Kentucky 40330
(606) 366-5549
Richard Raether, Secretary/Treasurer
1834 Camp Avenue
Rockford, Illinois 61103
David Leong, National Workshop Coordinator
35 West 45th Street Suite 600
New York, New York 10036
(213) 382-3535
J .R. Beardsley
761 Colusa Avenue
El Cerrito, California 94530
(415) 526-3755
David Boushey
322 N.W. 175th
Seattle, Washington 98177
(206) 542-1649
Erik Fredricksen
24724 Apple St.
Newhall, CA 91321
(805) 255-1050
J. Allen Suddeth
131 Linden Avenue
Geln Ridge, New Jersey 07028
(212) 541-7600
Christopher Villa
1736 Santa Ana Canyon Road
Orange, California 92665
(714) 285-9120

THE SOCIETY OF AMERICAN FIGHT DIRECTORS
Policy Statement
The Society of American Fight Directors is a national organization devoted to training and improving
the quality of stage combat. We are committed to the highest standards of safety in the theatrical, film
and television industries. The Society offers educational opportunities across the United States at
universities, privately, and at the annual National Stage Combat Workshop, expressly to disseminate this
information. The Society of American Fight Directors recognizes individuals in three categories:
performers (Actor/Combatants), Teachers of Stage Combat, and Fight Directors. This policy statement
is to address and clarify our position.

ACTOR/COMBATA1''T
The Actor/Combatant is an individual who has received a basic class. or workshop, in three to five
weapon forms, and passes a performance test with a minimum number of required moves. This
certificate expires three years from the date of issue but is renewable through a re-testing process. This
does not qualify this individual to teach stage combat, or to arrange fight scenes. We recognize this
person as a safe and competent performer.

CERTIFIED TEACHER
A Certified Teacher of Stage Combat is an individual who has passed the Actor/Combatant Fight Test.
This person has extensive educational training and has passed tests in the following areas: teaching
techniques, historical styles, weapons theory and practice, and theatrical choreography. We endorse this
individual to teach stage combat.

FIGHT MASTER
A Fight Master is an individual who has completed all the requirements of an Actor/Combatant and
Certified Teacher. Beyond this, he has an avera~e of twelve years of professional experience, including
a minimum of twenty union productions, and must successfully pass an extensive oral, written and
practical examination. We endorse this individual to teach, coach and choreograph in professional
theatre, film and television and in the academic arena.
The Society of American Fight Directors is the only national organization which has developed
recognized standards for levels of skill in the stage Combat Arts. We hope that these guidelines will prove
helpful to producers, directors and educators when employing the services of performers, teachers or
choreographers of staged violence.
For further information please contact:
Richard Raether, Secretary{freasurer
1834 Camp Avenue
Rockford, IL 61103
(815) 962-6579

i

1180 Folsom Street
San Francisco CA 94103
-1151863-7911

